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The social and economic importance of clothing Is

generally recognized by people of today. Style and comfort

are qualities sought by most purchasers. To give the

highest satisfaction elothing should be well fitted, because

It Is upon the fit of the garment that style and comfort

depends

.

The consumer of clothing alone Is not Interested In

this quality. Both the retailer and manufacturer are work-

ing to improve the fit of garments beoause of losses in-

curred through returned £oods. According to Campbell (1927)

the cost of fitting garments plus the decreased value and

loss through misfits is an important part of the eight and

one-half billion-dollar annual clothing bill of the United

tates. Because of fashion forces the ideal of the veil

fitted garment changes seasonally, hence the difficulty in

establishing specifications for garment slses.

As ready made garments have gained in importance , and

production of clothing has passed from the hands of the

housewife into those of the manufacturer an increasing pro-

portion of the garments worn are designed and constructed

without a knowledge of the individual's needs. Difficulty

is sometimes experienced in purchasing a commercially made

garment that will In every respect fit the human figure.



The Kngliah woman who buys a commercially raade dress

has three sizaa from which to choose. She selects a styla

appropriate to her needs, and by an elaborate system of al-

teration the garment la adapted to her figure. The supe-

riority of this method over the one In use in the United

tates la doubtful. It's use would seem to result In un-

certainty aa to satisfaction In fit and a loss of time and

energy.

It la recotnised that all lndlvlduala do not repreaent

uniform proportions, experience has also shown that the

label on commercially made garments, bearing a given garment

size, does not alwaye repreaent uniform proportlona. If It

were possible to establlah standards for slses a perfect fit

for every individual would not be insured, but fewer altera-

tions would be needed and it would be possible to predict

more accurately what these alterations would be.

Before standards for sl7.es can be eatablished many

more facts are needed concerning average body proportions.

In addition further studies should be made of the propor-

tions of commercially made dresses In comparison with those

of the human figure to ahow what variations exist and where-

in the greateat are to be found.

The purpose of this study, is then, to determine to

what extent a direct relation exlsta between the meaaure-



merits of a selected group of cor, ercially mads garments and

human proportions; to determine whether one sine croup of

dresses corresponds to the measurements of the human figure

more nearly than another; to determine whether there la a

definite relation In the Increase of --easurements of dresses

from one slse group to another; and what measurements of the

selected group of dresses show the greatest variation.

.. vi •.: op jmmn
A knowledge of the human body is essential to garment

construction. The points of articulation on the body are

the strategic points upon whloh the fit of a garment de-

pends. The basis for a clear underatanding of the problems

concerned with the fitting of garments Is then, a scientific

study of the proportions of the human figure. The science

concemeu with this phase of study is sailed anthroponetr.,

.

Anthropometry may perhaps be ro;t simply and compre-

hensively defined as the conventional art or system of

measuring the human body. Its purpose is to supplement

visual observation by accurate mechanical determinations.

The measurements of the body were begun by the artisan and

the artist, the object of one being the perfect "fit", the

other the correct or artistically superior production,

(hrdlicka 1919).



Our great mass of physical measurements have been com-

piled by scientists Interested in the growth of children,

and by physical directors who wanted data on physical

development. Unfortunately many of these studies have been

conducted by people untrained In anthropometry or statistics,

according to J'Brien (1930), and the enormous volume of

figures recorded is practically useless. Hot even the

anthroposietrists who have done noteworthy work have reported

data of value for clothing construction. The body land

arks used bj then are entirely different from those used

In garment construction.

A diversity of measurements , instruments and methods

*B*6 Is a legitimate necessity, as the study of anthropome-

try extends over a great many pnases. This system has no

definite Halts and Is subject to such changes as may In the

course of time be found advieable. . lnee 1880 many attempts

have been made to secure International unification of an-

thropometric measures, and according to Hrdlleka (1919) the

first two reports to the International Congress of Prehis-

toric Anthropology have been adopted.

A lack of uniformity exists in the instruments used in

measuring the living. Matters of this nature, In all

branches of science, are largely those of evolution, and

the eventual eurvlval of the fittest (Hrdlleka, 1919).



Daatre (1904) reported that U Banouvrier had advanced

further than any one In determining the relation that exists

between the various porta of the skeleton. From the dimen-

sions of the femur and tibia he can deduce the else of the

human body. His basic work was published in 1898; in 1908

he crowned his efforts by issuing a study "upon anthro-

pometric relatione and the principal proportions of the

body*. He proved that man* a stature lias not undergone any

important variation during the hundreds of thousands of

.years sinee his first appearance upon this globe.

At the close of the orld ar Love* Ireland and Daven-

port (1921) directed the measurement of 100,000 demobilised

soldiers, to obtain neaaurements for uniforms. This seems

to be the first work of this nature to be published.

Goldstein and Goldstein (1929) have measured the pro-

portions of 350 women to determine the number of head-

lengths in an average woman* s height. They discovered it

to be 7 .5-008 or approximately t\ head-lengths. It Is un-

likely that there would be any narked variation If the num-

bers were greatly Increased.

La Heur (1931) reported some Important findings in

her study in regard to the variation of body measurements.

The least variation was In the sise of the shoulder of the

subjects. In no ease was the deviation more than one-half

inch from the median shoulder measurement. The deviation



that waa the moat narked was in the waist and hips. The

median, minima and naximum of the front and back cheat

measurements were in direct proportion.

' A group of nature woman waa atudied by liorgan (1931).

She found there waa a typical distribution of body maaa

which ia expreaaed in terse of the norm for each body

measurement taken. Leas variation waa ahown in the longi-

tudinal .-neasurements than in the girth and width measure

-

nents. I ignifleant Tarlatlona frotn the norm were found in

hip, waiat and bust meaaurawents of certain individuals.

Busgrave (1933) atudied certain reaaurements of mature

women and found that little relationship existed between the

French dart line and the vertical depth of the arnscye. The

conclusion drawn was that the limited data cannot be rej

aa conclusive evidence that constant relationships exist be-

tween the measurements compared.

Jernberg (1932) atudied certain measurements of 100

college women and found that as the shoulder slope increased

it approached the average height of the sleeve cap, but

that there waa no relation between the shoulder alope and

the height of the sleete cap.

A comparative studj of physical neasurementa for various

size groups was conducted by kittle (1988). -he concludes

that in the woman's group the variation is less, since the

general physical development has materially atopped. The



difference within a group Is caused primarily by the fact

that it la possible to Increase or decrease In weight and

thus vary the physical body measurements. But few studies

have dealt with the proportions of coonereiully nad* gar-

ments.

Systran (1928) concludes "that there should be system*

of standard aizea that mean something In the garment field.

There Is coraion agreement upon this point, but there is as

yet no eoraaon agreement aa to what sizes should be or how

they ahould be enforced. That some method of securing stan-

dard sixes will be found is practically certain."

Coles (1932) studied various phases of standardisation

and concluded that size is sometimes given on gsraents but

these symbols are often only roughly Indicative of tbe alee,

hziA It is necessary to try on the garments to insure fit.

Sizes of garments vary with manufacturer and with style,

and hsnee are not generally uniform.

Dunn *nd Cranor (1925) conducted a study of the varia-

tion in slse of ready-to-wear garments. Tbe measurements

of the dresses Indicated a lack of uniformity in different

slses of the same make of dress, and the sane slse of dif-

ferent makes. A great variation was found between the bust

and hip measurements of different makes of dresses. In

some, one was larger than the other* sad In others they were

•to Cf- ft.
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Kddy and lley (1952) reported from a survey conducted

by the Hational hatall Dry Ooods Association, that seventy

per cant of all the tatter dresses nust he altered. Oam

manufacturing company has been moat successful In making

dresses for stout women; they made a study of over 500

stout women and from this have developed their own patterns.

Both retailers and manufacturers are working together to

eliminate the evil of poor fitting garments.

From the above studies it may be noted that little re-

search has been done which serves as a basis for a sore

exact procedure for establishing proportions of commercial

garments. The task ahead is, by extensive study, to learn

more concerning the mean measurement of lines on the body

that relate to clothing construction. ;.ith the use of such

data it would be possible to have garments that would re-

quire a minimal of alteration. According to O'Erlen (1930)

the measurements now in use are apparently the result of

traditional practices sosewhat modified In accordance with

complaints received by manufacturers and influenced more or

leaa by data of doubtful value that have come from various

sources.
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Physical Ke&suz-enests

In order that physical measurements might be compared

with those of commercially made dresses, measurements vera

taken of 146 college women. The subjects were chosen to

correspond to sizes 14, 16, and 18, whose bust measure

varied from 51 to 36.9 Inches, weight from 100 to 145 pounds,

and height from 50 to 68 inches. Approximately 50 subjects

were placed In each of the three groups, there being 60 in

sine 14, 49 in sise 16, and 51 in else 18.

Bust measures from 31 to 32.9 inches inclusive repre-

sented sise 14, bust measures from 33 to 34.9 Inches in-

clusive represented size 16, and bust measures from 35 to

36.9 inches represented size 18, based upon the accepted

commercial standard for dress patterns. Commercial tandarda

CS13-30 (1930). These groupings were chosen aa they were

believed to correspond to the most representative sizes of

college women.

Ail of the measurements were taken with a Lufkln linen

double aelvage tape measure one-fourth inch wide, scaled for

Sngllsh and Metric systems, graduated in millimeters and in

one-eighth inches. The finish was grayish white paint num-

bered with black, and the whole varnished. The tape measure

was checked with the standard meter stick In the Physics
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Department of Kansas .tote College and found to be accurate.

Hrdlicka (1919) recommended the use of a linen tape measure

as being both accurate and non-elastic.

The devise used for locating the underana line was an

improvised plianb line consisting of a pencil with a notch

cut in the middle, into .vhich was fastened a tape weighted

at the opposite end.

operate tape measures were used for narking the. bust,

waist and hip lines. To facilitate the identification of

these tapes a marker was placed on the front of each. The

tape measures were clipped In place and clips were used to

indicate the underarm lines.

The shoulder line on the subject was established with a

device constructed for this purpose. It was necessary to

establish two lines In the same plane, therefore two strips

of wood were hinged together, adjustable to the angle formed

by the neck and shoulder (see i'late I).

.ul.-i'd scales with a measuring stick were used to ob-

tain the weight and height of the subject.

In taking all measure the tape was held finely in

place, but not tight enough to bind the flesh. Kach inves-

tigator took two readings of eaoh measure, one reading was

taken, the tape dropped and o second measure taken. One in-

vestigator recorded the data while the other measured. A

record was kept of the four readings and an average taken
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to determine the final measurement.

The subject clad In undergarments stood with heels to-

gether, arms at sides and head erect. Commercially cad*

dresses are fitted on the subject under similar conditions.

Pencil lines and flexible tapes were placed on the body

In order that fixed points might be established.

The lines marked with pencil were the neck, shoulder,

underarm and the cheat and back lines. The shoulder line

waa bisected to locate the French dart line. The measure-

ments at these points were obtained by eaoh of the two in-

vestigators and the results recorded. A tape measure was

plaeed around the fullest part of the bust, one at the nor-

mal waist, and another around the fullest part of the hips.

fmS -easuro-pr.ts m MM VsMMvl im*l line •..•er-o mVmml mwl re-

corded. The tape measures were then removed, care being

taken not to disturb the clips, and the measurements of the

bust, waist and hip were taken on the tapes and the data

recorded.

The physical measurements of each subject were recorded

on a chart. (See Form 1.)
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Sleeve cap. height :

Sleeve cap, width
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The method adopted for the establishment of lines and

the taking of physical measurements was that used and recom-

mended by the Clothing and Textiles Department, Kansas State

College with the exception of the shoulder line which was

located as follows:

With the bead erect and the face forward the devise

for establishing the shoulder line was placed on the crest

of the bone behind the ear. It was held parallel to the

back contour line of the neck and touching the neck line.

The shoulder line had Its beginning at that point. The In-

strument was adjusted at right angles to the srsi9Cye. Three-

eighth inches back of this point on the armscye, connected

with the point of origin at the neck, formed the shoulder

line.

Directions for the establishment of those body lines

used in the study follow:

The neck line was located by placing the tape around

the base of the neck allowing It to pass above the large

bone at the base of the neck (the atlas upon .vhich the head

pivots), and dropping It to the middle of the pit in the

front of the neck.

The location of the armscye line was determined In the

following manner: With hands toward the body, the thumb and

first finger were placed on either side of the top of the

ball of the arm as It swings In the socket} a line was
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dropped from those points of articulation parallel to the

center front and oenter back respectively to the points

where the arm leaves the body. Curved lines were used to

continue the armscye to a point one and one-half inches be-

low the highest point of the arm pit. This point wee

located with the am raised at right angles to the trunk.

A tape measure was placed snugly around the armscye

and loosened one and one-half inchest this gave the correct

armscye measurement. A measurement was taken from the

shoulder line around the front of the armscye to the under

arm line, and from the shoulder line around the back of the

armscye to the underarm line.

The chest line was established by bisecting the front

arascyes and connecting these two points.

The width of back line was located by marking the dis-

tance between the point on each arm which indicated the

intersection of the sleeve oap width and the back armscye

line.

The bust line passed around the body over the points

of the bust and slightly up ovor the tips of the shoulder

blades. A measurement was taken on the bust line from under

arm line to under arm line, both front and back.

The waist line was located at the smallest part of the

trunk, which is located between he lower rib and top of the

pelvic bone.
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The hip line extended around the trunk at the largest

part of the hips. This was usually about 10 Inches below

the waist line.

The under us line bisected the n pit and fell in a

straight line directly under the arm to the floor. The

plumb line was used to establish this line.

The rrench dart line was located in the front by ex-

tending a line from a point on the shoulder midway between

the base of the neck and the armscye line, to the tip of

the bust, thence to the floor parallel to the center front.

To locate a similar line on the back, a line was dropped

from the middle of the shoulder to the tip of the shoulder

blade, and continued parallel to the center back.

The drop of the shoulder may be indicated by the dif-

ference between the measure of the inner shoulder to the

chest line and the outer shoulder to the cheat. The inner

shoulder to chest was established by dropping a line from

the shoulder at the neck, perpendicular to the cheat line,

both back and front. The outer shoulder to cheat was es-

tablished by dropping a line from the shoulder at the arm-

scye perpendicular to the cheat line, both back and front.

The length of the outer arm was found by measuring

from the point of intersection of the shoulder line and arm-

aeye line, ow»r the elbow, with the arm bent at right angles,

to a point below the wrist bone. The length from the upper
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arm to tho elbow was the distance from the point of Inter-

section of the shoulder and arascye to the point of the el-

bo*.

The circumference of the upper arm was found b>- placing

the tape measure around the ana one and one -half Inches be-

low the normal pit of the arm, with the am held at right

angles to the trunk. The arm was dropped to the side and

the tape placed parallel to the floor.

The circumferenoe of the are at the elbow was found by

placing the tape around the elbow with the arm bent at right

angles.

The sleeve cap height was determined by erecting a per-

pendicular from the line which marked the arm circumference

to the highest part of the armacye.

The sleeve *«? ..14th was determined on a line parallel

to the am clrcunferenee, from the Intersection of the chest

and front armaeye to the back armaeye.

The wrist line was indicated aa a line around the ana

at the point where the hand joins the wrist. Just below the

end of the large bone In the ana.

Measurements of Commercially Nads Dresses

In order that a comparison might be made of the pro-

portion of commercially made dresses, and of the human

figure, ISO dresses were measured In eises 14, 16, and 18;



50 dresses In size 14, 49 In size 16, and 51 In size 18.

A preliminary study of a group of dresses was made to deter-

la* those measurements upon which the fit of a garment

depends. one 26 measurements were deolded upon as basic

All of the measurements were taken with the lufkin

linen tape measure described above.

Pins were used for narking fixed points and lines on

the dress. These were; origin of the French dart line, the

chest, bust and hip lines, also the sleeve eap haight and

the position of the elbow on the sleeve. These points were

pinned through to the back of the dress.

The dress was laid flat on a table while the lines were

established and the measurements taken. Both investigators

measured each line twice on the front of the dress; the

dress waa then turned and the measurements taken on the

back. One investigator reoorded the data while the other

Pleasured. •• record was kept of the fsur readings and an

average made to determine the final measurement.

The measurements of the commercially made dresses were

recorded on a chart. (See Form 8.)
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The method used for the establishment of lines and the

taking of garment measurements was an adaptation of that

used and recommended by the Clothing and Textiles Depart-

ment of Kansas tate College for the establishment of con-

struction lines on the pattern.

The chest and back lines were located by bisecting the

front ermseye line and pinning the front and back of the

dress together at this point.

The walat line waa measured as indicated on the

The point of origin of the trench dart line was estab-

lished 2} inches from the armaoye line on the shoulder sea*

of the dress. Because the necklines of the garments varied

widely from the normal due to differences in style, a

measurement which approximated one-half of the usual shoul-

der length seemed the nearest approach to the point of

origin of the French dart line.

The point of the bust was marked by measuring down on

the French dart line 9 Inches for else 14, 9§ inches for

sice 16, and 10 inches for size 18. These measurements were

determined by the mean measurement from the shoulder to tip

of bust on the French dart line of the human figures used

in this study. A line perpendicular to the center front

and passing through the established points marked the bust

line.



The hip measurement on the dress was taken at 10 inches

below the waist line.

The base of the cap was established by measuring across

the sleeve, at the base of the armscye curve.

The eap height was markeil by a line drawn perpendicular

to the base of the eap from the highest point of the arn-

emfme

The width of the eap was marked by a line parallel to

the base of the eap, and passing through the bisected front

arnecye line.

The elbow was Indicated by the position of darts or

elbow fullness on the sleeve.

The outer sleeve length was determined by measuring

from the highest point of the armseye to the bottom of the

sleeve.

The wrist measure was taken at the bottom of the

sleeve.

The drop of the shoulder was indicated by the differ-

ence between the measurement of the inner shoulder to the

chest line end the outer shoulder to the chest line. The

Inner shoulder to the chest wes established by dropping a

line from the hlgheet point on the shoulder seam perpendi-

cular to the ehest line, both back and front. The outer

shoulder to the chest line was established by dropping a

line from the shoulder seam at the armseye perpendicular to



the chest line, both back and front.

ummmiaam

In order that the date under consideration might be

interpreted, it was necessary to apply aone Maura of cen-

tral tendency to the Measurements collected. A study of

the relative value of the mean and median as a suitable

measure was made. Previous studies indicate that either

may be used.

Holainger (1928) points out that the most important

and generally the most reliable average is the mean. It la

rigorously defined in algebraic terms, and is baaed directly

upon the actual values of all the items, this Bakes it pos-

sible to obtain o definite average for any quantitative

series, and gives a result which is truly characteristic of

the whole distribution. If samples are drawn from a largo

body of material and a number of means calculated, they will

usually be closer to the mean of the whole material than if

any other average had been employed. This property is often

characterised as the reliability of the mean.

kills (1930) points out that the mean is the value of

an individual observation, or in a frequency distribution,

the value of the mid-point of a claas. •The mean waa there-

fore chosen for this study.

irimum, mear. Ha -s.xl~u- ecaure^-- : n oi Wm KG



for thie study are given in Table 1.

sis ehows that in a majority of eaaes a fairly definite

rate of increase existed between the mesa measurement* of

the human figure from else 14 to size 16 and from size 16

to 18. The amount of increase from one mean r.oasurement to

another was not uniform, the interval being 1/4 inch In

sueh eases as the back armseye line and the width of oheat;

1/2 ineh in sueh eases as the entire armseye line and the

trench dart line to the waist in front. In some instaneea

the rate of increase was somewhat greater from size 14 to

16 than from else 16 to 16. In a few instaneea the rate was

greater as the alee increased. Had the sample been larger

the rate of increase in else from one group to another

might have been nore constant.

Minimum, mean and maximum measurements of 160 commer-

cially made dresees are given in Table 2. Analysis shows

that In some few eases sueh aa the front and back armseye

line, the width of the chest, the front and back bust lines,

and the width of sleeve at the wriat there la a fairly de-

finite rate of increase in the measurements from one sise

group to another. The amount of increase is not uniform,

varying from 1/4 to 3/4 lnebea. In the remainder of the

caees little relation seems to exist in the increase between

ite. In some instances the rate of increase was

tt greater from alae 14 to 16, or the rate of increase
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Table 1. Minima, Mean, and
(In Inches)

Maximum
of 146

ileaaurementa
•aoen

Body lines

eaatanaMfta) ize

:Buat
treasure

i Number
:of
: subjects

tat-
. U.T. : oan

: yi-
BBBJi

Annecye line, entire
14.38
16.38

Lt.TI
16.26
16.75

16.15
17.65
18.58

31-32.9
35-34.9
36-56.9

51
51
44

Anaaeje line, front 6.13
6.60
6.13

7.00
7.25
7.25

8.58
8.65

31-32.9
35-34.9
36-56.9

51
61
44

Ansaeye line, back 6.00

6.SO

7.00
7.26
7.50

8.00
8.58
8.50

31-32.9
53-34.9
35-56.9

51
61
44

Drop of shoulder
Cheat to neck, front 4.13

4.36
4.38

6.00
b.25
5.25

6.15
b.88
6.13

31-32.9
33-34.9
36-36.9

51
51
44

Cheat to nrmacye,
front

3.13
3.00
3.25

3.60
3.50
3.76

4.26
4.13
4.88

31-32.9
33-54.9
55-56.9

61
51
44

Cheat to neck, back 4.13
4.13
4.38

5.00
5.00
5.00

6.26
6.25
6.15

31-32.9
33-54.9
55-36.9

61
51
44

Cheat to ermscye,
back

1.75
2.00
2.00

2.75
2.76
2.75

3.75
3.75
3.75

31-52.9
53-34.9
55-36.9

61
61
44

• idth of cheat 10.63
10.63
11.25

12.00
12.25
12.60

13.50
14.25
14.88

31-52.9
33-34.9
55-56.9

51
61
44

ldth of baek 10.65
11.25
12.00

13.00
13.25
13.50

14.58
14.63
15.75

51-32.9
53-34.9
36-36.9

51
61
44

Buat line, front 14.50
16.00
16.26

16.25
17.00
18.60

18.38
18.75
20.50

31-52.9
53-34.9
35-56.9

51
51
44
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Table 1, cont'd

Measurements Size
1 MiMiliar

Body lines : inl- •
ri Hi* :Bust :of

: ur : oan :-iU'-, •measure •subjects

Bust line, back 12.88 15.75 18.00 31-32.9 51
14.75 17.00 19.25 33-34.9 61
15.63 17.50 19.26 36-36.9 44

'eist line, front 11.00 13.76 15.25 31-32.9 51
10.58 14.50 17.13 33-34.9 61
11.50 15.00 17.38 35-36.9 44

a 1st line, back 10.00 11.50 14.25 31-32.9 51
10.25 12.25 16.13 33-34.9 51
10.88 12.75 16.13 35-36.9 44

Hip line, front 16.63 18.76 21.13 31-32.9 51
16.75 19.00 22.75 33-34.9 51
17.38 20.00 35-36.9 44

Hip line, baek 16.13 17.75 25.00 31-32.9 51
14.38 18.50 23.00 33-34.9 61
15.68 19.00 23.25 35-36.9 44

Preneh dart line 7.50 9.00 10.13 31-32.9 51
to buat 8.50 9.75 11.00 33-34.9 51

8.50 9.25 13.38 36-36.9 44

I ranch dart line to 12.88 14.50 15.88 31-32.9 51
waist, front 13.50 16.00 16.25 33-34.9 51

13.75 15.50 16.50 35-36.9 44

French dart line to 13.00 14.50 16.38 31-32.9 51
waist, back 13.00 14.76 16.38 33-34.9 51

13.25 14.75 16.38 35-36.9 44

French dart line 53.00 57.00 61.00 31-32.9 51
to floor .-,-. .'.e ,:ji :. .71 33-34.9 51

55.38 : . ! 62.76 35-36.9 44

Full length of 21.50 23.00 24.88 31-32.9 51
outer in 20.75 23.25 25.25 33-34.9 51

22.00 23.50 25.00 35-36.9 44



Table 1, cont'd

Measurements ^120 limber
:of
: subjects

Body lines Mat*
.-•.xur: : ean

:Maxl-
:mum

ust
measure

./uter length of
arm to elbow

11.75
11.88
13.00

- .2:

13.50
13.75

15.63
15.50

31-32.9
33-34.9
36-36.9

61
51
44

Circumference,
upper arm

8.76

9.63

9.76
10.50
11.00

10.88
12,25
12.75

31-32.9
32-33.9
34-35.9

51
61
44

Circumference, elbow 9.25
9.38
9.50

10.00
10.25
10.50

10.75
11.63
11.76

31-32.9
32-33.9
34-35.9

61
51
44

Circumference, wrist 5.25
i jm
5.60

5.75
6.00
6.00

6.36
I.M
6.75

31-32.9
33-34.9
36-36.9

51
61
44

Sleeve eap height 4.25
4.00
4.50

6.00
5.25
5.25

6.38
'

. M
6.00

31-32.9
33-34.9
36-36.9

51
51
44

: leeve eap width 4.25
4.63
4.75

5.26
5.50
5.50

5.88
6.13
6.25

31-32.9
33-34.9
35-36.9

51
51
44



Table S. Minimum, Seani, and Hasinas Measurements
(in Inches) of 150 Commercially

Made Dresses

Garment lines

'. easurenenta : ize
:Number
:of:Kinl- ; : nxl- 1

:. ur. :. tiean :r:irr: : Croups :dreasea

Ansaeye line, front 7.38 8.75 10.25 14 50
7.25 9.00 10.13 16 49
8.25 9.25 10.38 18 51

Armacye line, back 7.38 8.50 10.00 14 50
7.13 8.75 10.50 16 49
7.38 9.00 11.38 18 51

Drop of shoulder
Cheat to neck, front ; 4.25 6.00 7.13 14 50

4.13 6.75 7.25 16 49
4.63 6.25 7.63 18 61

Chest to armseye, 3.50 4.25 6.00 14 50
front 3.75 4.50 6.38 16 49

4.00 4.50 5.38 18 51

Cheat to neck, baek 4.63 6.00 8.13 14 50
4.13 6.00 8.00 16 49
4.00 6.25 8.13 18 51

Cheat to umeeye. 3.00 4.50 6.13 14 60
baok 2.50 4.50 7.00 16 49

3.00 4.50 6.50 18 61

• idth of chest 12.50 13.75 16.00 14 60
12.75 14.00 16.88 16 49
13.25 14.50 16.38 18 61

ldth of baek 12.38 14.00 15.50 14 60
13.25 14.25 15.38 16 49
12.50 14.76 17.38 18 51

Boat line, front 16.63 18.26 20.00 14 50
17.13 19.00 21.25 16 49
16.13 If .2. 21.38 18 51
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Table 2, cont'd

Oarnent lines

:

Measurements '. SlM
->timber
:ofiKlnl- : -iXi-

: ean an :0roups : dresses

ust line. back 15 .00 17 .50 1IVM 14 50
15 .63 18 .25 19.38 16 49
17 .25 19.00 20.38 18 51

waist line. front 13 .63 15 .00 16 .63 14 50
IS .75 15 .75 17 .13 16 49
14 .88 16 .50 18 .25 18 51

Waist line, back IS .00 14 .25 16 .00 14 50
13 .25 15 .00 16 .50 16 49
14 ,50 16 .00 18 .00 18 51

Hip line, front 17 , - i. 19 .00 20 .88 14 50
16 .00 19 .75 22 .00 16 49
17 .88 20 .75 23 .00 18 51

Ulp line, back 16 .38 18 .75 20 .00 14 50
15 ,60 19 .75 21 .50 16 49
19 ,00 20 ,50 22 ,13 18 61

French dart line 9.00 9 ,00 9 ,00 14 50
to buat 9.50 9 ,50 9.50 16 49

10 ,00 10 .00 10 ,00 18 51

French dart line to 13.65 15 ,50 17 ,50 14 50
waist, front 13 ,75 15 ,50 18 ,00 16 49

14,,50 16 ,00 17 .75 18 51

French dart line to 13.25 15 ,00 16,,88 14 50
waist, back 12.75 16.25 17.00 16 49

14.00 15.50 18.38 18 51

French dart line to 43. 00 48 ,00 52.00 14 50
Dot torn of dress 45, 00 46.50 52.38 16 49

45, 38 48, 60 52.00 18 61

Length of s leewe 12, 00 13, 50 15, 50 14 17
to elbow 12, 75 14, 50 16, 50 16 18

12. 50 13. 75 16, 00 18 11
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Table 2, cont'd

easureaents Mm
Garment lines :i:lnl-

SnuSS : **
:Haxl-
:aam : Groups

:of
: dresses

Pull length of sleeve 21.00
21.13
21.63

24.00
23.50

24.75
26.25
26.50

14
16
18

24
27
26

Base of sleeve eap 11.00
11.88
12.00

14.25
13.76
13.75

18.50
17.00
16.38

14
16
18

31
30
38

'ldth of sleeve
at elbow

10.00
8.75
10.13

11.00
10.76
11.76

13.00
12.00
13.13

14
16
18

19
19
14

idth of sleeve
at wrist

6.50
6.60
5.88

7.25
7.60
7.75

8.60
8.13
11.00

14
16
18

22
28
25

Sleeve eap height 3.00
2.88
2.63

3.76
3.76
3.76

6.00
5.13
4.88

14
16
18

41
48
45

. leeve eap width 6.38
5.88

.:

8.50
8.00
7.75

11.00
11.00
10.25

14
16
18

39
41
44
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waa greater from size Id to 18. In soma oases there «aa no

increase from aiza 14 to 16, while a definite increase

existed from size 16 to 18. Again, the order of incraaaa

night be reversed. In the eaaa of the sleeve cap height

there waa no increase of measurement between either of the

size groups.

The greatest variations froai the mean for the various

dress aeasurenents ware aa follows: the French dart line to

the bottom of the dress for size 14 showed a range of 9

inches; the back hip line for size 16 dresses, 6 inches;

the width of back for alze 18 dresses, 6 7/8 inches; and

the base of the sleeve cap for aise 14 dreasas, 7 1/2 inches.

Other measurements that showed variation to a lesser degree

were the book bust line for size 14 dresses, 4 3/8 inches;

the width of beck for size 16 dresses, 2 1/8 inches; the

French dart line to the waist front for aise 16 dresses, 4

1/4 Inches; and the back waist line for aise 18 dresses,

3 1/2 inches. These variations nay be attributed to dif-

ferences in fitting qualities rather than to variations due

to the style element. These data are to be found in Table 2.

In sane few Instances such aa the full length of

sleeve, the widt* of the sleeve at the elbow and wrist, and

the sleeve cap height and width, the Investigators were un-

able to obtain : easurcnonts on all the ganaents. This waa

due to the style element. In such cases the
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were disregarded ana the fast la so Indicated through a

decreased nusber of neasureaents recorded.

Comparison of Garment with Physical Measurements

A soMparison of the mean physical and dress raeaaure-

ments revealed that the differences between physical and

dress :T.easurenents varied In amount from one Measurement to

another and from ens sis* group to another.

The front armscye line of the dresses In sizes 14 and

16 was I* Inches larger than the corresponding body lines;

the stalls? aeasureaent In size 18 was 2 Inches larger than

the body.

The back anaaeye line of the dresses In the three slss

groups was l£ inches larger than the eorreapondlng physical

In slse 14 the measurement of the front drop of the

shoulder on the h—an figure was 3/4 Inch greater than the

corresponding -essureaent on the dresses} In slse 16 the

physical and dress aeaaursaents were identical; and In slse

18 the drop of the shoulder of the dress was 1/4 inch

greater.

In slses 14 and 16 the physloal meaauresent of the bask

drop of the shoulder was 3/4 inch larger than the dress

easurenent; In else 18 the physical nessuremeat was 1/2

Inch larger.



The cheat laeaaurements en the dresses of sices 14 and

16 were If Inches larger than the physicel measurements! la

slse 18 dresses the cheat -measurement was 2 Inches larger.

The mean measurement of the width of back on dresses

of sixes 14 and 16 was 1 Inch larger than the corresponding

physical measurement; the dress measurement was 1} Inches

larger for also 18.

The mean front bust measurement of the dresses proved

to be larger than the physical in all three slse groups, 8

inches for else 14 and 16 and 3/4 inch for size 18.

The baek bust meaaoramaat of the dresses was 1« inches

larger than the physical measurement for slse 14; 1 .'. inches

larger for slse 16; and l£ inches larger for slse 18.

The front waist line of the dresses in aises 14 and 16

waa li inches greater than the body measurement; the corres-

ponding measurement in size 18 dresses was lj inches greater.

The back waist line of the dresses of slses 14 and 16

was 8; inches larger than the corresponding body measure-

ment; in the group of dresses of size 18* the measurement

was 5| inches larger.

The mean front hip meaaurement of slse 14 dresses waa

1/4 inch larger than the corresponding physical measurement

;

in slses 16 and 18 the dresses were 3/4 inches larger.

The baok hip measurement of the dresses exceeded that

of the human figure by l/4 inch in the three slse groups.



The dress end physical measurements of the French dart

line to the bust were identical for each size group. The

sea measurement was taken on the body for each else gn

and the result used to establish the bust line on the dress

The front measurement of the ireneh dart line to the

waist was greater on the dresses than the body measurements

in all three else groups; 1 inch for sis* 14 and 1/2 inch

for sizes 16 and 18.

In slses 14 and 16 the dress measurement of the French

dart line to the waist in back was l/Z inch larger than the

oodj- measurement ; in size 18 it was 3/4 Inch larger.

the measurement of the French dart line on the body to

within 10 Inches of the floor compared with the trench dart

line to the bottom of the dress, showed that In size 14 the

dresses were 1 Inch longer than the body measurement; In

size 16, 1/3 Inch longer; and In sis* 18 there was no dif-

ference.

The sleeve measurement of else 14 dresses was 1/4 lash

longer than the arm measurement of the corresponding group;

for size 16 dresses It was 3/4 inches longer; and for size

18 the measurements were identical.

There was considerable variance in the measurement of

the length of arm to the elbow for the three size groups.

In size 14 the dresses were 1/4 inch longer than the am
at; In size 16 they were 1 inch longer; and In size

*



18 there was no variation.

11m measurement of the circumference of the upper ant

was comparable to the measurement of the dim of the sleeve

•ap on the dresses. In slse 14 the baa* of the sleeve eap

was 4i Inches larger than the circumference of the upper

armi 3; Inches larger for slse 16 dresses; and £« Inches

larger for slse 18 dresses.

There was considerable variation In the measurements

of the circumference of the elbow. The dress measurement

was 1 Inch larger for slse 14 dresses; 3/4 inch larger for

slse 16; and || inches larger for aise 18 dresses than

The wrist neaaurement on the dresses was 1| Inches

larger than the physical neaaurement for alses 14 and 16,

and If inches larger for alee 18.

The physical measurement of the sleeve eap height was

greater than the dress measurement by 1£ inches for sices

14 and 16, and lj- inches for slse 18.

In all three groups of dresses the sleeve cap width

was greater than the body measurements 2$ inches for slse

14; 2| inches for slse 16; and 2\ inches for slse 18.

The relations discussed above are to be found in

Table S. A graphic presentation of this material is given

in figures 1, 2, and S.
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Table 3. Comparison of the i'ear. Physical
Cross leaeurenents

Bod; and garment lines
1 Measurements : Inches

: larger
:than body

; sise

: Bf4j IMtl : Groups

Aniseye line, front 7.00
7.26
7.25

8.75
9.00
9.25

1.75
1.75

14
16
18

Armseye line, back 7.00
7.25
7.60

8.60
8.75
9.00

.50
1.50
1.50

14
16
18

Drop of shoulder, front 1.50
1.75
1.50

1.75
1.25
1.75

.26

.50

.25

14
16
18

Drop of shoulder, baek 2.25
2.25
2.25

1.60
1.50
1.75

.75:

.75*

.605

14
16
18

width of chest 12.00
12.25
12.50

13.75
14.00
14.50

1.75
1.75
2.00

14
16
18

width of baek 13.00
13.25
13.60

14.00
14.25
14.75

1.00
2.00
1.25

14
16
18

Bust line, front 16.25
17.00
18.60

18.25
19.00
19.25

2.00
2.00
.75

14
16
18

Bust line, baek 15.75
17.00
17.50

17.60
18 .25
19.00

1.75
1.25
1.50

14
16
18

alst line, front 13.76
14.50
15.00

15.00
15.75
16.60

1.25
1.25
1.50

14
16
18

aist line, baek 11.60
12.25
12.75

14.26
15.00
16.00

2.70
2.75
3.26

14
16
18

sBody measurement larger than dress.
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Table 3, cont'd

Body and garment line*
:

te*auresienta : Inches
-: larger

. lze
•

:Bodj Oarmei sthan body : Groups

Hip line, front 18 .75 19 .00 0.25 14
19 .00 19 .75 .76 16
20 .00 20 .75 .75 18

Blp line, back 17 .75 18 .75 1.00 14
18 .50 19 .75 1.25 16
19 .00 20 .50 1.50 18

Freneh dart line to bust 9 ,00 I .00 .00 14
9 .50 9 ,50 .00 16

10 .00 10 .00 .00 18

French dart line to waist, 14 .50 15 .50 1.00 14
front 15 .00 15 ,50 .60 16

15 .50 16 .00 .50 18

Frenoh dart line to waist. 14 ,50 16 .00 .50 14
beek 14 .75 16 .25 .60 16

14 .75 15 ,50 .78 18

Freneh dart line: 47 ,00 48 ,00 1.00 14
To within 10 in. of floor 48 ,00 48 .50 .60 16
To bottom of dreaa 48 ,60 48 ,50 .00 18

Outer length of arm to 13 ,25 13 ,50 .26 14
elbow 13 ,50 14 ,50 1.00 16

Outer length of sleeve 13 .75 13 .75 .00 18
to elbow

Full length of arm 23 ,00 23 ,25 .25 14
Full -length of sleeve 23 .25 24 ,00 .7.= 16

23 .50 23 ,50 .00 18

Circumference of upper 9,,75 14 ,25 4.50 14
am 10 ,50 13 .75 3.25 16

Base of sleeve cap 11 ,00 13 .75 8.76 18



Table 3, cont'd

Body and garment lines
1 easuresients

: Inches
i larger ! fftaa

: Body : Garment tthan body : Groups

Circumference of elbow 10.00 11.00 i.00 14
10.25 10.75 .50 16
10.50 11.75 i.2S 18

Circumference of wrist 5.75 7.25 1.50 14
width of sleeve at wrist 6.00 7.50 1.50 16

5.00 7.75 1.76 18

Sleeve cap height 5.00 3.76 i.25* 14
5.25 3.75 1.60» 16
5.25 3.75 1.50» 18

Sleeve cap width 5.25 8.50 2.75 14
5.50 8.00 2.50 16
5.60 7.75 2.25 18

*Body measurement larger than dress.

These data reveal that with the exception of a few

eases there seems to be no definite rate of Increase in the

meesurements of the dresses from one else group to another

when compared with those of the body. In some measurements

the body and dress measurements are Identical for size 18;

considering the some measurements in size 16, those of the

dresses were found to be much greater than the body; while

In sise 14 only a small variation existed between the body

and garment measurenents

,

»
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In sone eases the M»a increase In dress laeasurements

over body mo—ursmsnts existed for sizes 14 and 16. .hen

this occurred the amount of increase might be greater for

ice 18. When alios 16 and 18 shoved the sane increase, the

amount of increase might be greater for else 14.

In other eases the increase In the measurement of the

dresses over body measurements was smaller for size 18 then

for elses 14 and 16.

In some few eases such as the front and back drop of

the shoulder, and the sleeve eap height, the body measure-

ments were greater than the dress measurements.

The examples cited suggest only In part the existing

differences between garment and body measurements. These,

however, suggest that there is little uniformity In the al-

lowances made in garments for ease of movement and variations

due to style.

Because of the lack of definite specifications for gar-

ment measurements it is difficult to judge the adequacy of

the amount allowed for ease of movement or that allowed to

meet style requirements. For this reason definite conclu-

sions cannot be drawn as to the tolerances In measurements

necessary beyond the actual measurements of the body.

Nevertheless, it would seem that a definite rate of In-

crease In dress measurements, from one else group to another

would be deelrable, and would help to eliminate some of the



difficulties set by the dreae consumer. A revolution In

the standardisation of sises for comaerelally made garmenta

is not to be expected from such studies as this, but it la

hoped that they eay serve to emphasise the need for sons

uniformity In garaent seesur—ants.

Observation has often shown that the under ana seen of

a drees, when worn, swings either to front or back. A com-

parison of the mean front and back waist measurements and

similar hip measurements of the body and of the dress showed

that the front and baek dress measurements did not vary to

as great an extant as did the physical measurements. Oats

relating to these facts may be found In Tables 4 and 5.

Variations of the Physical and Ureas
Measurements from the Mean

the measurements obtained from the 146 subjects

and the 150 commercially made dresses In the three ales

groups, quite a variation existed from the mean. In all

aeaaursmenta there were fewer oasea coinciding with the

mean measurement than there were eases either greater or

less than the mean.

The mean of the front waiat measurement on the body for

else 14 was 1SJ inches. Of the 51 caaes measured, 83 proved

to be less than the mean, 6 coincided with It, and 22 were

greater.
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at of the French dart line to the

bust on the body for else 14 wee 9 inches. Of the 51 eases

measured, 10 fell within the mean, 18 were xess, and S3

were greater than the mean measurement.

The mean . eaaurement of the circumference of the elbow

for size 14 was 10 inches* Eight eases corresponded to the

mean rmasuroment, 12 were less than the mean, and 31 were

greater.

the aean of the back hip measurement of 50 dresses of

size 14 was 18< Inches, six oases coincided with the mean

measurement, 18 were less than the mean, and 26 were greater.

The mean of the front waist measurement of 50 dresses

for size 14 was 15 inches. Twenty-five measurements were

less than the aean, 6 coincided with It, and 19 were greater.

The seen of the back hip measurement of the SI ii raise,

measured who corresponded to slse 16 was 18 J inches. Twenty-

one had a hip measurement smaller than the mean, 1 corres-

ponded to it, and 29 were greater.

Of the 51 woman measured who corresponded to slse 16,

the mean measurement on the French dart line to the floor

was 58 inches. Twenty-four of these were less than the

aean, 3 corresponded to it, and 24 were greater than the

The mean measurenent of the French dart line to the

waist front of 49 slse 16 dresses was 15} inches. Twenty
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four msssuromsnts were lass than the mean, nan* fell within

the mean, and 85 were greater.

The mean Measurement of the width of chest of the 49

size 16 dresses was 14 Inches. Twenty-one measurements were

less than the mean, 4 corresponded to It, and 24 were

greater.

The mean measurement for the full length of outer arm

for also 18 was 83§ inches. Of the 44 women measured 18

proved to be greater than the mean* 1 corresponded to it,

and 86 were less than the mean measurement.

The mean of the front hip measurement for size 18 wae

80 indies. Of the 44 women measured 24 proved to havs a

front hip measurement less than the mean, 2 corresponded to

it, and in 18 cases the measurement was greater.

The mean measurement of the front bust line of the 51

drosses measured for size 18 was 19J inches. Of this number

88 were less than the mean, 3 coincided with it, and 18 were

greater.

The mean aeasursaisut of the baee of the sleeve cap for

size 18 dresses was 13; inches. Of the 36 dresses measured

19 were lees than the mean, none coincided with it, and 18

were greater than the mean measurement.

In this discussion no attempt has been made to give all

of the measurements, but rather to discuss a few that seeaed

the most representative. Table 6 gives a complete record of
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the variations fron the mean measurements.

The largest proportion of any physical measurements

coinciding with the swan was SO per cent. This occurred In

the moaaurecents of the French dart line to the bust for

slse 14; the circumference of the wrist for sises 14, 16 and

18 t and the sleeve cap height for sis* 18.

The differences in skeletal proportions and muscular

development between individual subjects is evident from

these data. The masher coinciding for other measurements

studied varied, but in no other ease were there as many as

for the measurements named.

The largest proportion of dress measurements coincid-

ing with the mean was 16 per eent in the ease of the back

French dart line to the waist in slse 18 dresses. The

waist line back in size 16, the French dart line to the

waist in back for slse 14, and the French dart line to the

bottom of the dress in slse 14 coincided with the mean In

14 per eent of the eases. All others showed fewer measure-

ments coinciding with the mean.
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The correlation coefficient and probable error between

certain meaaureraente on the human body taken by two invea

tlgatora show a relation of significance to exist. Bet'

the measurements taken of the full length of the arm, the

relation may be expressed aa 0.99 _+ .001; for the cheat

line, 0.96 + .004; for the French dart line to the floor,

1.0 .000; the hip line, 0.93 .007; the armaeye line en

tire, 0.87 _+ .013. This waa determined by the produet-

moment correlation coefficient, the formula for which la

rxy - —^j

when z and y are the neaauriannta taken by the two lnvestl-

gatora, respectively.

The probable error of the coefficient of correlation

waa determined In the five eaeea by using the following

P.E. - .«74S (1-rg)

nr
From tbeee results, It is aeen that the relationship ex-

isting between the measurements taken of the same subject by

two Investigators la significant. That of the entire armaeye

line is the loweat, 0.87 *_ .013, but this shows a signifi-

cant relationship existing between the two measurements.

The relationship existing between the two groups of

measurements of the French dart line to the floor is indi-

cated by a perfect coefficient of correlation. A eloaer

correlation exista for those measurements taken over the

skeletal frame work of the body, than is found for the

measurements taken on the muscular or fleshy parts.
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Certain MtnnwBti of 148 collage women varying fran

59 to 68 inches In height, from 100 to 146 pounds In weight,

and from 31 to 36*9 Inches bust measure, compared with 150

commercially made dresses In sizes 14, 16 and 18 indicate

that!

1. The mean physical and dress measurements varied In

amount from one Measurement to another, and from one else

group to another.

t. There seemed to be little relation between the in-

crease in each measurement of the commercially made drees

from one else group to another.

3. In a majority of easee a fairly definite rate of

Increase existed between the mean measuremente of the human

figure from one else group to another.

4. The greatest variations from the mean of the

various dress measurements were aa follows: the French dart

line to the bottom of the dress for size 14 dresses, 9

Inches) the back hip line for else 16 dresses, 6 inches}

the width of the sleeve at. the wrlet for else 18 dresses,

5 l/e Inches, the base of the eleeve cap for size 14

dresses, 7 1/2 Inches.

5. A relationship of significance existed between the

ents taken by the two Investigators.
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